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TOOLS OF THE TRADETOOLS OF THE TRADE
“Make Space your Place and Upgrade the Right Way Today!”

 - UPGRADE Slogan

Living beyond the safe confines of Earth usually
means enduring a harsh and demanding existence,
and throughout the AfterShock saga, ”UPGRADES”
(and their “biological relatives”) and other technological
devices (both obtained and crafted) will aid you on
your journey through the many diverse locales of
the series.

Out of the many UPGRADES which
were made available (via Zero One) for 
the citizens of Mars/Space to “alter” their
nature and adapt more comfortably to
life amongst the stars (similar to
System Shock’s implants), the ones
that can be acquired in AfterShock are
all specifically geared towards helping
the player “combat” and correctly
traverse the environment they are
presented with (such as gaining the
ability to access areas you couldn’t
before like in Metroidvania type
games, and solving environment
physics based puzzles like in the
Half Life series).  Also, it should
be stated that this is by no means
a final list of abilities/tech.

Due to how the story plays out
over the course of the games, there
won’t be any, “shooting people in
the face” this time around, mostly
because there isn’t anyone to shoot
in the first place (for the most part at
least).  These games are first and
foremost about exploration and
conquering the greatest enemy
of them all, the setting itself. 

In all, I prefer to refer to the
AfterShock games as “FPXs”
(First Person Experiences).

PRACTlCAL ASWELL, SOME THlNGSDO CHANGE



MAP MAESTROMAP MAESTRO
“Ensure your place in Space and traverse Tomorrow with ease!”

 - Map Maestro Demo Animation

Designed to provide an
easy to use and understand
navigational tool, Map
Maestro was born from the
successful pairing between
the Maestro chip and the
Human brain’s Parietal Lobe.

Projected from the player’s
left hand (through the finger
tips), a 3 dimensional
representation of the
immediate environment
is assembled in simple
volumes.  And though
crude at first, as the player
continues to explore, the
projection is updated in
real time in accordance to
what is both physically
seen and what they obtain.

So, if you start off in a
simple square room, the
projection starts as a simple
square wire-frame, but
when you begin to look
around said room, the
individual details are
updated to the projection
nearly 1 to 1 (this is perfect
for keeping track of where
you’ve already been).  As
for obtaining actually map
data via a nav terminal or
just a physical map, all
the player needs to do
is glance at it for a brief
moment and the
projection is updated
and/or expanded
according to the
information provided.

Also, areas depicted in
the projection are always
oriented to match their
surrounding real world
counterparts (so if you
turn, the projection stays
fixed to how the room
around it is positioned).



LEAD LINELEAD LINE
“Don’t let the Invisible killer come between you and the Opportunities of Tomorrow!”

 - Lead Line Demo Animation

Space is home to many
hazards, and whether it be
extreme heat or radiation,
life among the stars requires
proper safeguards in order to
reap its rewards.

By enhancing the body’s
naturally occurring
electromagnetic field, the
player will be able to put
up a better “fight” against
the unseen dangers
(unseen in the beginning
that is) that appear
throughout AfterShock.

Though, it should be
noted that such a defense
is not without its limits,
and if not managed
correctly, death can
still find you (time of
protection is dependent
on how much radiation
a certain area has, with
blurred/fuzzy vision
engulfing the player’s
screen giving them an
indication of how long
they have left
until death).



ARMSTRONGARMSTRONG
“Find Strength in Control and instill your will over Gravity itself!”

 - Armstrong Demo Animation

It’s the triumphant return
of Telekinesis to the “Shock”
series, what else is
there to say?

Physics puzzles
based on environment
obstructions are common
place throughout the worn
down worlds (literally)
of AfterShock, so having
a tool that can manipulate
objects far beyond your
normal physical capacity
is a must.

Also, as the game
progresses, the player
will have the ability to
use both Armstrong
and the Master Blaster
(more on that in a few
pages) together, so as
to produce more creative
solutions that will be
needed in order
to proceed.



LUNA’S LIGHTLUNA’S LIGHT
“Surpass the sight Nature gave you and see the Cosmos in a whole new Light!”

 - Luna’s Light Demo Animation

The visible spectrum is such
a limited window in which to
see the universe from, so why
not have an UPGRADE that
can open your eyes to the
wonders you’ve been
missing out on?

By increasing the amount of
light the eye can absorb, the
player will be able to more
easily tread a path through
areas plagued by pitch
blackness, as well as have
the ability to see unseen
dangers (e.g. radiation
and extreme heat venting),
which before obtaining it,
could only be shielded
from by the Lead
Line UPGRADE
after the fact.

Ideally, Luna’s Light
would allow the player
to see every wavelength
along the electromagnetic
spectrum.  However,
making this practical for
actually viewing the game
may force limitations (a
filter/toggle option could
work, so long as it can be
done without the need
for a distracting HUD).



MASTER BLASTERMASTER BLASTER
“Today’s Tool for building a better Tomorrow”

 - Master Blaster Advertisement

Conceived during the early days of the Zero One Initiative in Olympus, the
Master Blaster was designed to be the ultimate example of Ray Gun technology.

Capable of accepting three different types of power cells, the Master
Blaster is meant to be the player’s go to tool for whenever then need
to blast/melt, freeze, or shock something in the environment.

For the most part, the blast/melt function is for clearing/getting through “compromised” doorways/walls,
freeze for cooling “unfavorable” environments and/or “creation” (e.g. freeze water for certain purposes),
and shock for the brief manipulation of electronic devices (power on to use, or just overload and destroy).

As brought up before, the Master Blaster also has the ability to be used
in combination with the Armstrong UPGRADE in order to produce creative
solutions to environment obstruction puzzles (such as gathering together
several pieces of metal via Armstrong, then fusing them together with
the blaster to create one massive object to do with as needed).



lego versionIP 77IP 77
“The pinnacle of private
space travel.”

 - Charles Hullton, SF Founder

The flagship product of Sovereign
Fabrication, the “IP” Series
(Interplanetary Series) was
created for private clients
who desired transport across
space on their own terms.  

Equipped with a “Quantum Drive,”
and capable of both space and in
atmosphere flight,  the IP Series
could get you anywhere within the
solar system in just a matter of
minutes.  However, if you’re more
into sight seeing, it has traditional
impulse thrusters for that as well.

Though not the flashiest option
on the market, its quick fabrication
process and user friendly automated
controls, made it the go to solution
among those who favored the freedom
of the heavens over the more structured
and strict mass transit options.

IP 77 appears/is used during the
main game of AfterShock.

MORE LlKE
A CLOSE
SECOND



OLYMPUS HIGH LINEOLYMPUS HIGH LINE
“The only way to truly experience the City on the Mountain!”

 - High Line Advertisement

When you experience
something like the Sky
Line of Columbia, you
really can’t go without
it, and in AfterShock,
the same mechanic
returns via the
Olympus High Line
transit system.

Built like a monorail,
single spherical cars
utilize electromagnets
to levitate across the
massive network of
track that go up, down,
around, and even
through the monolithic
towers of the city
(it also connects to
certain underground
areas).

As for using it
during the main
game of AfterShock,
scavenged parts are
crafted together to
create the “Monocross”
(name is never said in
game, but I named it
anyways), a small
handheld device (an
electromagnet from
one of the cars that
has had a handle
fused to the back
of it) which can
easily be worn
around the wrist
when not in use,
then gripped by
just one hand as
the user hangs
down from it and
uses it to traverse
the track.

Refer
to the Elizabeth
Character Concept
illustration for
further details.

CONSTANTS ANDVARlABLES



ELIZABETH CCELIZABETH CC
AFTERSHOCK
CHARACTER CONCEPT
Elizabeth’s concept in
AfterShock is roughed up,
intellectual (thanks to prior
“experiences”), and
technologically infused
with “Upgrades” by
game’s end.

“Revitalized,” into a world
that has forfeited the flesh,
Liz becomes a balance
between what makes us
Human and what must be
done in order to survive
the world(s) of
“Tomorrow.”

And yes, the number
under the LBE logo
on the undershirt
is indeed 00451, (the
number being related to
the 10,000 passengers
of the Edictal) because
pass codes are a
thing of the past in
AfterShock, but at
the end of the day,
“tradition” still
demands it.



ANABELLE MOR CCANABELLE MOR CC
AFTERSHOCK: EDICTAL
CHARACTER CONCEPT
Mor’s concept would be
fairly similar to Elizabeth’s.
However, instead of using
technological implants,
Mor utilizes abilities that
are more like BioShock’s
biologically based
“Plasmids,” with the
difference here being
she can generate them
herself (no ADAM or
Eve required).  And
instead of using a
Master Blaster, Mor is
able to generate Fire,
Ice, and Electric Shock
abilities self sufficiently
So in all, Liz is meant to
be more rugged and
clunky, while Mor is
more crisp and elegant,
thus displaying a
difference between
integrating technology
and just having
“natural” abilities.

As for Map Maestro
though, “nature”
can only go so far,
thus it is the one
“UPGRADE” she
does have to use.

Mor is also just
as intelligent, if not
more intelligent than
Elizabeth (one does
not become the Eden
Project’s head of
Human Life Vault
recruitment purely
by chance).



“ZERO” CC“ZERO” CC
AFTERSHOCK: THE FALL
CHARACTER CONCEPT
Unlike the other two
games, “The Fall,” has
the player assume the
role of an entity that has
no name (at the time),
and is really nothing
more than a witness to
the events that occur
on 31.12.2099.

Overall, the ideal tone for
this character would be
“the helpless machine in
an unfamiliar world.”

The being in the
illustration is obscure
because “Zero” takes on
a different appearance
every time the game is
played (gender, skin
color, clothing, and old
vs young looking hands,
since the game is
completely in first
person)  Also, it does
not have the ability to
speak, among other
things, due to “errors.”
(refer to illustration)

Personality wise,
“Zero” is curiosity
literally made
manifest.

“Zero” is also the most
intelligent character
out of the three
protagonists...

...at least after
certain events
transpire.


